L(i) L(p) L(I)-i L(A) -+ L (7)
is exact. Then every such exact sequence gives rise to a long exact sequence:
L(A(R"))-UL
T (R") ^L(/(R"-'))
L iP) .L(A(R"-1 )). (the other way for L contravariant).
Hence to prove Theorem 1.1 we just have to prove exactness of the sequences (using Bott periodicity [11] Section 5) be the inclusions. In the same way, if x e .Or! V4, -(R) ) and -is separable then x = x Q9fl//(R) lfi//(R).
The map L(e):L(I) -» L(S p ) is an isomorphism. One then puts

S = L(e)-l o L(j)
(
Hence
8'(x) = x ® B/J{R) 8(\ B/J{R) ).
We now give an explicit form for 8(\ f ) and 8 f (\ B/J^) . Let
J P 0-^B^D^A-^O
be a short exact sequence of graded algebras with A separable. To a grading-preserving completely positive cross-section s of norm 1 of p, there corresponds, thanks to Kasparov's "generalized Stinespring theorem" ( [10] , Theorem 3), a graded countably generated D module <^0 and a grading preserving unital *-homomorphism
m\A ->&(D ©<Q, such that s(x) = Qir(x)Q for all x <E A (Q denotes the projection on the summand D ).
We may note that if we require that <f 0 be generated by (1 -Q) 7r(x)Qy, x e A, y G. D, <f 0 and 77 are uniquely determined by s. Denote by E = C*(Â 9 Q) Q ^(D © <*f 0 ) the C*-algebra generated by TT(A) and Q. Let ./ Q E be the ideal generated by [ir (A) , Q] in E. Let ê A = J -(D © 4) be the submodule of 5 © <^0 generated by {JC£|JC e J; J e 5 © 4}.
Let ^ = ^ g be the first Clifford algebra and let e e ^ be an orientation of ^(^ = **, ^ = 1, 9^ = 1). Put S = S x 0 *?" F = (2g-1)0* ej^^(<f). 
Hence S x is countably generated and J c JT^J) ( [18], Lemma 1.11). Hence S is countably generated and Note that the proof of a) shows that S 0 is a 5 module. If 5 rias a countable approximate unit one may take instead of S (B ffi S 0 ) 0 ^ (thanks to c).
This shows that in the non graded case 8 is the element of KK\A, B) corresponding to the exact sequence
( [11] , Section 7, Theorem 1). 
is exact. and <sf, = 0 (cf [17] , Remark 3a).
Set
Let F act naturally in ê and put <^ = Vê. F admits an F connexion F. We can change F t in [0, 1/2) by adding a continuous family of zero connexions, in order to obtain F 0 = F.
Replacing (<f, F) by (<f, F) we may thus assume that A acts on <f. Put then
= ê@ff.
Put also
We may hence consider it as an element of 55(^4, B).
Also
So that
is operatorially homotopic to a Kasparov product of (^, F) by (//, © /Fj, 0 © F,).
As the class of (<f, F) in KK(A, B) does not change when adding (^, F') we may suppose that there exists a norm continuous path (
We next construct an operatorial homotopy G p G t G JS?(<?) such that («?, G,) G ©(^,5) and (G, -F t )I G jf(<f).
To do so we need the following lemma.
F/z£tf 6>«e has s# + ^ = stf*'.
Proof. Let x G#be homogeneous for the grading.
Put E = X(S\ E x = I H-jf{S) Ç £{g\
Let E 2 be the C*-subalgebra of £P(S) generated by [x, a] (a G A), and let S be the vector space generated by x and A We see that
Also if a e A, a' e I are homogeneous we get
Hence E x -E 2 Q E. Applying Theorem 4 of Section 3 of [11] we get M and Af
Hence Mx G f and Nx ^ s/.
LEMMA. Assume that (ê, F) G ©(^4, 5) and that (E t ) t^^^ is an operatorial homotopy
Then there exists an operatorial homotopy G t such that
Proof. Define 
Now (ê, Gj) is operatorially homotopic to (S y F) and /(G, -F,) G Jf(<f).
The proof of Proposition 2.1 will be complete after the following: A, B) and F e &{g) be such that
Then the class of (<C F) in KK(A, B) is in the image ofp*.
Proof. Let
A s:-~> A I
be a grading preserving, completely positive norm decreasing cross-section of the map p. Extend
Thanks to Kasparov's "generalized-Stinespring theorem" ( [10] , Theorem 3), there exist a separable graded Hilbert A module ^ and a grading preserving *-homomorphism
where Q e ^(A © <f 0 ) is the projection in the summand A. Replace *f 0 by the Hilbert A module generated by
Note that
Hence S § is an / module. 
is a homotopy between (<f, G) and/?*(<f, F).
Exactness of i? -» KK(A, B)
. In this section we prove: Obviously q*j* = 0.
We first prove the inclusion Ker q* ç Imy* assuming B separable. 
But
4*[^] G jr(^ê^).
So that there exists z G jT((f ) with q*W,y] = 4*0).
Then ( [a, >>] -z) G 1^. We thus get [a, Ny] G jf(<?) and Ny ^ st.
Following the same procedure as in Section 2 the proof of Proposition 3.1 will be complete for separable B after the following: 
Then obviously (<f, F) <= <&(A 9 B). Note that
Also, for ail 7 e ^(«?), Let B x be the (separable) subalgebra of B generated by Hence their results for reduced crossed-products extend to the KK groups. Thanks to J. Cuntz's results on "K amenability" ( [7] , Theorems 2.1 and 2.4) this is also true for the full crossed-products.
{<S>(d\s^(d)(t)\d e
We now give another proof of this result. We also give exact sequences allowing to compute the KK groups of the crossed-products by PSL 2 
(Z).
To do so we use the equivariant KK theory defined by Kasparov in [12] .
Let G = PSL 2 (R) and let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G. 
Proof. One has F w ç PSL 2 (Z).
We may also note that the usual embedding of ¥ n in PSL 2 (R) is homotopic to the trivial map as PSL 2 (R) is connected.
Let us also notice that one could deduce this result from J. Cuntz's results in [6] . From this result we know that KK(C*(F n ), C) ( = KK F (C, C) ) is isomorphic to Z (as a group) and that the map ( The action p' is defined by
for ail g G T,f e A\-j and * e -j. (X" = interior of X is homeomorphic to R ). We get We then obtain the action p of F 2 in A n~ given by:
Proof. Assume
As A xi F is Morita equivalent to c) Our results allow one to extend the "universal coefficient formula" of [16] to a larger class of algebras which are not nuclear.
